Stainless steel tote tanks:

Nominal Capacity = 350 gal (1298L)
Nominal Length = 42” (1066 mm)
Nominal Width = 48” (1219 mm)
Nominal Height = 51” (1295 mm)
Approx. Tare Weight = 475 lbs (215kg)
Max Gross Weight = 6017 lbs (2735 kg)

Stainless steel tote tanks are an efficient, sensible alternative to 55-gallon drums for the shipping and storing of
most liquids. They're built to UN specifications, and standard designs feature 10-gauge construction throughout,
and a sloped bottom for virtually complete drainage. One 550-gallon tote tank replaces ten drums, minimizing the
amount of handling required which lowers the risk of handling accidents. They are refillable and durable.
Feature (a): 3" metal or poly combination filling cap and fusible vent. Benefit: Cover can remain sealed during filling.
Feature (b): 22" EPDM gasket, zinc-plated bolted clamp ring, formed neck.
Feature (c): 2" top fill bung with Buna-N gasket. Benefit: Optional accessories.
Feature (d): Informational decals. Benefit: Safety.
Feature (e): 6 1/2" high, radius corner legs with caps. Benefit: Designed to avoid catching on floor obstructions.
Feature (f): 2" bottom discharge assembly, comprising: 316 ss three-piece valve assembly with locking handle ball valve,
plastic valve plug.
Feature (g): Sloped bottom. Benefit: Facilitates virtually complete drainage.
Feature (h): 304 stainless steel w/2B Finish. 10-gauge construction throughout. Benefit: Durable and rust resistant.
Feature (i): UN markings. Benefit: Worldwide recognition and compliance.
Feature (j): Heavy-duty lifting lugs and leg positioners. Benefit: Easy stacking and lifting.
Feature (k): 22 5/16" top opening. Benefit: Easy cleaning.
Feature (l): Label (includes serial number).
Full-length winged valve guard.
UN 31A Qualified on 350-gallon and 550-gallon sizes.

UN and DOT Qualifications
DOT UN31A permits shipment of flammable and combustible liquids authorized by Title 49 CFR. Allowable
modes of transportation: motor vehicle, rail freight, cargo vessel, or air freight. NMFC Item 41032, Sub 1,
Class 125.
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